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Abstract—As the worlds of commerce and the Internet technology become more inextricably linked, a large number of user

consumption series become available for online market intelligence analysis. A critical demand along this line is to predict the future

product adoption state of each user, which enables a wide range of applications such as targeted marketing. Nevertheless, previous

works only aimed at predicting if a user would adopt a particular product or not with a binary buy-or-not representation. The problem of

tracking and predicting users’ adoption rates, i.e., the frequency and regularity of using each product over time, is still under-explored.

To this end, we present a comprehensive study of product adoption rate prediction in a competitive market. This task is nontrivial as

there are three major challenges in modeling users’ complex adoption states: the heterogeneous data sources around users, the

unique user preference and the competitive product selection. To deal with these challenges, we first introduce a flexible factor-based

decision function to capture the change of users’ product adoption rate over time, where various factors that may influence users’

decisions from heterogeneous data sources can be leveraged. Using this factor-based decision function, we then provide two

corresponding models to learn the parameters of the decision function with both generalized and personalized assumptions of users’

preferences. We further study how to leverage the competition among different products and simultaneously learn product competition

and users’ preferences with both generalized and personalized assumptions. Finally, extensive experiments on two real-world datasets

show the superiority of our proposed models.

Index Terms—User modeling, product adoption, user interest modeling, product competition

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the help of information technology, users’ digital
footprints over a long time period have been easily

collected by various online service providers, such as blogs,
forums, and social-networking services. Such contents have
accumulated an increasing interest in data-driven business
intelligence research, whose goal is to collect and analyze
users’ behavior, and then provide insightful guidance to
facilitate business management and strategizing [9], [17].
Particularly, the problem of predicting users’ product adop-
tion probability has been one of the emerging fields in this
area. Accurately predicting users’ product adoption ten-
dency is beneficial for a broad range for applications, such
as targeted marketing and marketing strategy development
for product providers [4], as well as personalized services
for customers [2], [29].

In the literature, much of the active research has been
devoted to the product adoption prediction problem [15].
Specifically, theseworks usually classified users into two cat-
egories: the adopters that already consumed this product
and the non-adopters that have not consumed it till now. In
other words, these methods described users’ product adop-
tion states with a binary buy-or-not representation. Then
some learning algorithms are proposed to model the future
adoption possibilities of those non-adopters. E.g., the popu-
lar recommender systems deal with the task of predicting
users’ preferences to the products that they have not con-
sumed before [2], [40]. In contrast to these products that are
usually consumed only once (e.g., books and movies), there
are plenty of products users may use frequently after buying
them, such as smart devices. Fig. 1 shows an illustrating
example of users’ preferences to two different smart devices
over time. As shown in this figure, the traditional buy-or-not
binary-valued adoption representation only captures the
fact that both users have consumed the two smart devices in
the past. Actually, in a specific competitive market (e.g.,
mobile devices), it is nature for a user to switch among differ-
ent products over time after she consumes these products
(e.g., iPhone, Samsung, and Windows). Compared to the tradi-
tional static buy-or-not adoption representation, the mer-
chants caremore about users’ loyalty and commitment to the
products over time after users consume the products. To bet-
ter capture users’ loyalty to the frequently used products
after puchase over time, we argue, the measure of adoption
rate, i.e., the usage rate and regularity that consumers use a
product at a particular time, is more appropriate to describe
users’ preference changes to different products. As each
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user’s adoption rate over time could be summarized into an
adoption series, by capturing each user’s adoption rate
series, the two observations in Fig. 1 can be easily obtained.

After introducing the product adoption rate measure, the
problem we study in this paper is how to predict the future
product adoption rate of each user in a competitive market.
Unfortunately, none of the existing models (e.g., models for
recommender system [25], the time-series forecasting mod-
els [3], [37]) could be directly applied to this problem due to
the following challenges. First, a user’s decision making pro-
cess is very complex as many heterogeneous sources around
her may contribute to the final decision, e.g., the users’ own
profiles [45], and the social network structure [15]. How to
design a flexible prediction model that can leverage many
heterogeneous data sources in a unified framework remains
pretty much open. Second, based on the heterogeneous data
sources around users, the adoption decision process varies
from person to person. For example, some users may weight
more on social neighbors’ opinions while others are unlikely
to change their decisions. Thus, from a limited adoption rate
series of each user, how to explore users’ unique preferences
becomes another challenge. Last but not least, in a competi-
tive market, the fierce competition among different products
is a significant factor to track the transitions of users’ adop-
tion rates over time. In fact, in the marketing domain, prod-
uct competition is well recognized as a focal part that
influences a company’s market performance [12], [14]. How
to mine the competitive relationships among products in a
competitive market to improve the product adoption rate
prediction results? In summary, the data heterogeneity, the
unique user preference and product competition compose three
main challenges of the problem we study.

To address the challenges of data heterogeneity and user
uniqueness, we provided a preliminary study on the product
adoption rate prediction problem from a multi-factor
view [42]. Specifically, we first introduced a flexible factor-
based decision function to capture users’ product adoption
rate changes over time, where various factors from heteroge-
neous data sources that may influence users’ decisions can
be leveraged. Using this factor-based decision function, we
then provided a Generalized Adoption Model (GAM) and a
Bayesian Personalized AdoptionModel (BPAM) to learn the
parameters of the decision function with both generalized
and personalized assumptions of users’ preferences.

In this paper, we further extend our previous work and
study the product adoption rate prediction problem with

multiple products in a competitive market. A naive method
is to divide the multi-product adoption rate prediction
problem into a set of independent single product prediction
problems, then our previous proposed GAM and BPAM
models could be applied directly [42]. This independent
assumption among products enjoys the advantage of sim-
plicity, however, it fails to consider the competition among
products in real-world adoption decisions. In a competitive
market, products turn to compete with each other to attract
the attention of users. Take the competition among smart
devices as an example, as shown in Fig. 1, since John turns
to adopt product A more frequently at tþ 1, the adoption
rate of B decreases at that time. Therefore, we argue, in
order to predict users’ adoption rate more accurately, it is
essential to take the competition effect among products into
consideration. Specifically, given a competitive market with
multiple products compete with each other, we study how
to incorporate product competition into the proposed GAM
and BPAM models, and jointly learn user preference and
product competition in a unified framework. The extended
models are termed as GAM with Competition (GAM-C) and
BPAM with Competition (BPAM-C) respectively. We argue
that the joint modeling of users’ preferences and product
competition is significant as users interact with multiple
products at the same time, and product competition is con-
sidered as an indispensable part for users to transit commit-
ment to different products.

In summary, by extending the problem definition from
predicting the adoption rate of a particular product [42] to
multiple products in a competitive market, we further
address the technical challenge of how to model product
competition as a factor in the decision function, and how to
jointly learn the parameters of users’ preferences and prod-
uct competition in our proposed models of GAM-C and
BPAM-C (Section 6). Finally, we conduct extensive experi-
ments on two markets: a smartphone device market and a
internet access technology market. The experimental results
on these two real-world datasets show the effectiveness of
our proposed models.

2 RELATED WORK

We summarize the related work as follows.
Recommender Systems. At a first glance, our research topic

resembles the recommender systems. Recommender sys-
tems infer each user’s preferences to products that she has
not rated before, and then recommend those products that
have the largest predicted ratings [18], [18], [19], [19], [35].
The models in this area can be As users’ preferences evolve
over time, time-aware recommender systems exploited how
to leverage users’ temporal dynamics to further improve
recommendation accuracy [22], [24]. All these recommenda-
tion systems saliently assumed that users would adopt the
products once (e.g., movies and travel attractions), thus
they focused on predicting the preferences of users to prod-
ucts that have not been adopted yet [2], [29], [43]. We bor-
row the idea of modeling users’ unique preferences to
improve product adoption rate prediction performance.
Nevertheless, instead of discovering products users are
unfamiliar with, there are plenty of products that users may
buy or use frequently. Our proposed problem is comple-
mentary to the recommender systems as we put emphasis
on predicting the future likelihood of adopting the products
users have already adopted in the past.

Fig. 1. An example of the adoption frequency of two users in a smart
device market at time t and tþ 1. For ease of illustration, suppose both
users have two smart devices of A and B. The percentage shows the fre-
quency of adopting this product after purchase, i.e., the usage frequency
of this product. In this figure, the adoption rate of Lily to A is 0.85 at t. Nev-
ertheless, traditional methods would assign a static value 1 to both users
at these two time slices as they purchased the two smart devices while
neglecting their detailed preference changes over time after purchase.
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Product Adoption Prediction in Social Networks. With the
proliferation of online social networks, a hot research topic is
how to leverage the social network for better product adop-
tion prediction performance. A distinct characteristic of the
social network is the existence of the social influence, which
usually presents in two forms: the global crowd influence
shows the herding effect among the population level while
the local social neighbors influence argues that users are
more likely to be influenced by the social neighbors’ deci-
sions than others [5], [21]. Thus, researchers focused on how
to promote the product adoption prediction performance for
non-adopters in social platforms with the above theories.
The main algorithms could be summarized into the follow-
ing two categories: the feature-based methods and the
social recommendation models. The feature-based methods
designed features from users’ social profiles [45], the social
network [15], [23] or the hybrid of the above two [6] for pre-
diction task. On the other hand, the social recommendation
models leveraged the social network information into recom-
mendation algorithms [10], [32], [41]. Nearly all these works
classified users into two categories: the adopters that have
already been familiar with the product and the non-adopters
that have not adopted the product yet, thus they represented
users’ adoptionswith static binary buy-or-not values. Never-
theless, there are many products that users may frequently
adopt and their adoption states evolve over time. To better
characterize users’ adoption dynamics, we measure each
user’s adoption state for each product as a rate (i.e., in the
range of [0,1]) that changes over time.

Time-Series Forecasting. Our proposed problem is also
closely related to time-series forecasting, which buildsmodels
to predict future values based on previously observed
sequences of discrete-time data. Among them, the auto
regression (AR) model described the process of a single time
series, where the current value linearly depends on its previ-
ous values [3]. The vector auto regression (VAR)model gener-
alized AR and captured the linear interdependencies among
multiple time series. Some superior models, such as the hid-
den Markov model [37], the conditional random fields [26],
and the linear dynamic systems [30] are statistical Markov
models inwhich the system beingmodeled is assumed to be a
Markov process with unobserved states. We borrow the ideas
of temporal dependencymodeling of thesemodels. However,
these methods could not work well under our scenario. The
proposed adoption rate forecasting task displays specific chal-
lenges of data heterogeneity, preference uniqueness as well as
product competition in amarket, which restrains the utility of
techniques in time-series forecasting.

Product Competition Mining. As competition analysis
serves as a pivotal role in companies for strategy formula-
tion, monitoring, and adjustment, researchers from the mar-
keting and management community have long studied this
problem from an empirical view [12], [14]. With the avail-
ability of large online data, researchers have motivated to
design data-driven competition intelligence analysis [4],
[27]. Another research line focused on the competitive rela-
tionship identification by assuming that competitors usually
co-occur in the web data sources, such as online
reviews [34], online news [33] and search log analysis [4].
Recently, Zhang et al. designed a topic model to monitor
market competition by jointly modeling online text and
image data [44]. To summarize, nearly all these previous
works focused on mining product competition relationship

by leveraging the text-based knowledge. Different from
these text-based competition relationship mining, we focus
on learning the competitive degree between different prod-
ucts directly from users’ behaviors.

3 CONCEPTS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first introduce some basic concepts, fol-
lowed by the formulation of the product adoption rate pre-
diction problem.

3.1 Product Adoption Rate Measure
Let us consider a competitive market with a set of N users
U ¼ ½u; v; . . .� and a set of M products B ¼ ½a; b; c; . . .�. Users
form a social network G ¼ hU;Ai, with U denotes the same
set of users in the market and the edge set A represents the
relationship between users. E.g., if user u follows user v, then
ðu; vÞ 2 A. The product set B is application dependent that
contains all the products that compete with each other in the
competitive market, which can be obtained by the merchants
or the domain experts. E.g., in a smart device market, the
products include iPhone,Windows, Androiod and so on. Here,
to track users’ preferences and loyalty to products in a com-
petitive market, we introduce a product adoption rate notion to
measure the frequency and regularity of users’ preferences
to products at each time, which is defined as:

Definition 1 (Product Adoption Rate). The adoption rate of
user u to product b at time t, denoted as rtub, is defined as the
percentage or the normalized frequency of using b (e.g., usage

times) among the whole product set B at t: rtub ¼
ct
ubP

a2B ctua
,

where ctub records the usage times of product b at that time.

Based on the above definition, we have 0 � rtub � 1 andP
b2B rtub ¼ 1. For ease of future explanation, we group all

users’ adoption decision at time t ðt ¼ 1; . . . ; T Þ into a
matrix Rt 2 RN�M , and R ¼ ½R1; . . . ;Rt; . . . ;RT � denotes
users’ adoption rate sequence over time.

3.2 Factor-Based Adoption Rate Function
In a real-world market, a user’s adoption rate to a product is
very complex as many heterogeneous sources around her
may contribute to the final decision, such as the user’s pro-
file [45], historical preference [3], [25], and the influence
from the social network [15]. These previous works usually
focused on a particular aspect from a single data source to
determine users’ adoption tendency. However, they are far
from comprehensive since other kinds of rich data sources
have not been well exploited. To fill this gap, in this section,
we present a factor-based adoption rate function that com-
bines various heterogeneous data sources to describe each
user’s adoption rate series over time. Specifically, let ptubd
denote the propensity score of user u’s tendency to adopt
product b at time t from the dth factor, which is extracted
from a particular data source. With heterogeneous data
sources, we group all the factors that may influence u’s
adoption rate rtub into a D dimensional factor vector
pt
ub ¼ ðptub1; . . . ; ptubd; . . . ; ptubDÞ 2 RD�1. Then all users’ factor

vectors at time t can be represented as a factor tensor
PPt 2 RU�B�D. We leave the details of how to construct the
factor tensor PP in the next section. To combine all these fac-
tors from heterogeneous data sources, we define the factor-
based adoption function as:
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Definition 2 (Factor-based Adoption Rate Function).
Given a user u, a product b, and a set of factors that influence a
user’s product adoption decision, the factor-based adoption rate
function models each user’s predicted adoption rate r̂tub as a
weighted combination of all factors:

r̂tub ¼
XD
d¼1

wubd � ptubd ¼ ww
0
ub � pt

ub: (1)

In the above definition, wub ¼ ½wub1; . . . ; wubd; . . . ; wubD�0 is
a column vector that shows all the factor weights that influ-
ence user u’s adoption of product b, and pt

ub 2 RD�1 is a
same-dimensional column vector that depicts the factors.

In fact, theweightwubd can be explained from the following
two assumptions. The first one is a generalized assumption that
presumes all users are influenced equally by these factors, i.e.,
8u; v 2 U;wubd ¼ wvbd. Though simple, this assumption may
be not realistic in practice, as different users may have their
uniquepreferences by balancing these factors. e.g.,Alice is eas-
ily influenced by friends’ opinionswhile Bob is unwilling to be
swayed by others. Obviously, these two users have different
weights on friends’ adoption decisions. Thus, instead of shar-
ing the same weights for all users in the first assumption, we
propose a second personalized assumption that argues each user
would balance all these parameters based on their own choices, i.e.,
wubd is personalized and varies among people.

3.3 Problem Definition
With the above factor-based decision function, the problem
we study in this paper can be formally defined as:

Definition 3 (Product Adoption Rate Prediction Prob-
lem). Given a product adoption rate matrix sequence
Rt ð1 � t � T Þ of user set U to product set B in a competitive
market, i.e., the detailed product adoption rate of users to prod-
ucts in this market from time slice 1 to T , and the factor-based
decision function (Eq. (1)), our goal is to predict the future
product adoption rate of any user u to any product b in this
competitive market at the future time slice T þ 1, i.e, Rtþ1.

We illustrate the product adoption rate prediction problem
with the factor-based adoption function in Fig. 2. As shown in
this figure, in order to predict users’ future product adoption
rate with the factor-based adoption function, we need to
figure out two issues. First, how to identify the key factors
that influence each user’s adoption rate and construct the fac-
tor tensor PP based on the available heterogeneous data sour-
ces? Second, by considering users’ preference uniqueness,
how to design models that could learn the weight tensor WW
with both generalized and personalized assumptions effec-
tively and efficiently? We would resolve these two issues in
the following of this paper. Specifically, we show the

overview of our proposed framework in Fig. 3. The following
of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 4, we provide
constructing the factor tensor PP . In Section 5, we show how to
learn the weight tensor under the generalized and personal-
ized assumptions. After that, we further devise algorithms to
incorporate product competition into both GAM and BPAM
in Section 6. Section 7 presents the experimental results, fol-
lowed by the conclusions in Section 8. Foe ease of explanation,
Table 1 lists the notations used in this paper.

4 KEY FACTORS FOR ADOPTION PREDICTION

Here, we introduce how to select key factors and construct
the factor tensor PPt from heterogeneous data sources. In
general, these factors can be divided into two categories: the
user-related factors and the social-related factors.

4.1 User-Related Factors
For many time-series data, the Markov property is widely
used to model a stochastic process. Specifically, the Markov
property assumes that the probability of being in a state at
time t depends only on the state at previous time t� 1, not on
the sequences that before precede it. The intuition underlying
this assumption is that the state at time t represents “enough”
summary of the past to reasonably predict the future. Given
this Markov assumption, it is natural to assume that for each
user, the historical product adoption rate r

ðt�1Þ
ub is an important

factor that influences the current adoption rate rtub

ptub1 ¼ r
ðt�1Þ
ub : (2)

Besides, users’ individual profile is also an important fac-
tor that considers users’ tendency to adopt a product [45].
Without loss of generality, we group each user u’s profile
features at time t (e.g., gender, location, age and number of
friends) as a vector xtu. Then, the individual profile factor can
be modeled as

ptub2 ¼ y0b � xt�1
u ; (3)

where yb stores the weights over user profile features on
product b. Here, the coefficient yb can be experimentally

Fig. 2. The factor-based adoption function representation, with each part
in the top row represents an element in the bottom row.

Fig. 3. Overview of our proposed framework. The first block shows the
heterogeneous data sources. In the second block, we show four repre-
sentative factors for adoption rate modeling. Based on the preference
and competition assumption in the third block, we learn the correspond-
ing models in the fourth block. At last, the model outputs can be used for
various applications as shown in the last block.
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learned based on the users’ adoption history. A simple
learning approach is by minimizing the following loss func-
tion from the training data with profile related features as

min
yb

L ¼
XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

ðrtub � y0bx
t�1
u Þ2 þ �cjjybjj2Fro;

where the first term tries to fit the training data. The second
term denotes the Frobenius norm with the regularization
term �c that controls the model capacity. With the learned
feature weight yb, we can construct the user profile factor as
shown in Eq. (3).

4.2 Social-Based Factors
It is well known that users’ decisions highly rely on the the
aggregated opinions of others, with the belief that the aggre-
gations over a large population can successfully harness the
crowd wisdom [38]. E.g., most of the product advisory web-
sites display a ranking list of the most popular products that
show the overall choices of the crowd. We define the crowd
factor as

8u; b ptub3 ¼
PN

u¼1 r
ðt�1Þ
ub

N
: (4)

In addition to the crowd factor, researchers have con-
verged that direct neighbors’ influence in a social network
represents an important force affecting users’ adoption
behaviors [23], thus the prediction results improve by incor-
porating social neighbors’ decisions [6]. Here, we model the
neighbor influence factor as

ptub4 ¼
X

ðu;vÞ2A
tvu � r

ðt�1Þ
ub ; (5)

where tvu denotes the influence of neighbor v to u. For sim-
plicity, we set the influence strength as tvu ¼ 1

out degreeðuÞ.
In summary, we present four key factors (D ¼ 4) as

examples to construct factor tensor PP . However, we should
note that the proposed factor-based adoption rate function
is flexible enough and can be easily extended to incorporate
other factors when appropriate.

5 ADOPTION RATE PREDICTION MODELS

In this section, we propose solutions to the adoption rate pre-
diction problem. With the extracted factor tensor PP , our goal
turns to learn the weight tensor WW . Specifically, to deal with
users’ preference uniqueness, we introduce two assumptions
of users’ weight tensor, i.e., generalized assumption and

personalized assumption. We would propose the solutions to
these two assumptions in the following two sections.

Given the real adoption rate sequence RR, we model the
likelihood of the observed product adoption rate as a Gauss-
ian distribution with precision a

pðRRjWW;PP Þ ¼
YT
t¼2

YN
u¼1

YM
b¼1

N rtubj
XD
d¼1

wubd � ptubd;a
�1

 !
: (6)

5.1 GAM: Generalized Adoption Model
In this section, we introduce theGeneralizedAdoptionModel
with the generalized assumption. The generalized assump-
tion assumes each user is influenced equally by various fac-
tors, i.e., 8u; v 2 U;wubd ¼ wvbd. Given this assumption, each
row in theweight tensorWW turns to be the same, enabling it to
be reduced to a weight matrix W ¼ ½wbd� 2 RM�D. In this
reducedweightmatrix, the elementwbd in the bth row and dth
column represents the general weight of product b on factor d
for all users. As a usual practice for machine learning, we add
aGaussian prior on theweightmatrixW as

pðWÞ ¼
YM
b¼1

YD
d¼1

Nðwbdj0;a�1
w Þ: (7)

By combining the prior (Eq. (7)) and the likelihood
(Eq. (6)), maximizing the log-posterior is equivalent to mini-
mizing the sum-of-square error

min
W

L ¼
XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

XM
b¼1

rtub �
XD
d¼1

wbd � ptubd

 !2

þ�GtrðW�W0Þ; (8)

where �G ¼ aW
a

and trðXÞ denotes the trace of matrix X. In
the above loss function, the first term captures the training
loss and the second term regularizes the parameters.

In fact, as L is a convex quadratic function, a global mini-
mum could be achieved by updating the gradient of each
parameter ofW iteratively until convergence

@L

@wbd
¼ 2

XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

ðr̂tub � rtubÞptubd: (9)

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of the GAMmodel.

Algorithm 1. The Procedure of GAM

Input: Product adoption sequence RR, factor tensor PP .
Output: The product adoption rate for each user at T þ 1.
1: InitializeWwith small positive values
2: whileNot converged do
3: for b ¼ 1;b <¼ M ;bþþ do
4: for d ¼ 1;d <¼ D;dþþ do
5: update wbd ¼ wbd � step size� @L

@wbd
(Eq. (9))

6: end for
7: end for
8: end while
9: For each u and b, calculate the predicted adoption rate at

T þ 1.
10: Return the predicted adoption rate.

5.2 BPAM: Bayesian Personalized Adoption Model
We model the personalized assumption of users’ preferen-
ces in this section. By considering users’ preference unique-
ness, it is assumed that the weight factors contribute
differently to each user, i.e., wubd is personalized and varies

TABLE 1
Mathematical Notations

Symbol Description

U user set, jUj ¼ N
B product set, jBj ¼ M
F the factor set that influences users’ decision, jF j ¼ D
xtu the profile feature vector of user u at time t
Rt ¼ ½rtub� real product adoption matrix at time t, Rt 2 RN�M

R̂t ¼ ½r̂tub� predicted product adoption matrix, R̂t 2 RN�M

Pt ¼ ½ptubd� adoption rate factor tensor at time t, PPt 2 RN�M�D

pt
ub aD-dimensional vector in Pt indicating

all factors that influence u’s adoption decision
WW ¼ ½wubd� the weight factor tensor,WW 2 RN�M�D

S ¼ ½sab� the transition matrix of products
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among users. Given this assumption, the weight tensorWW is
of large size with N �M �D elements, thus estimating it
solely based on Eq. (6) may lead to serious over-fitting prob-
lem. To deal with this issue, we follow the Bayesian
approach by placing priors on WW [7], [11]. Specifically, let

W::d 2 RN�M denote the frontal two-dimensional factor

weight matrix of tensor WW . Alternatively, without confu-

sion, W:: d is denoted more compactly as Wd. For each fac-
tor matrixWd, a Gaussian prior is assumed

pðWdÞ ¼
YN
u¼1

YM
b¼1

Nðwubdjmd;a
�1
d Þ: (10)

It turns out that by combing the prior (Eq. (10)) and the like-
lihood function (Eq. (6)) with the personalized assumption,
maximizing a log posterior (MAP) is equivalent tominimizing

min
WW

L ¼
XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

XM
b¼1

ðrtub � r̂tubÞ2

þ
XD
d¼1

ad

a

XN
u¼1

trððWd � mdÞ � ðWd � mdÞ0Þ;
(11)

where 8d 2 F; ad
a
is a regularization parameter.

Though intuitive, the main drawback of the above MAP
estimation is the need for manual complexity control that is
essential to making the model generalize well. Actually, the
performance is tied carefully to the manual tuning of the
hyperparameters to avoid overfitting by the MAP estima-
tion. In practice, we need to tune 2�Dþ 1 hyperparameters
according to Eq. (11) (i.e., fQWQW ¼ fQWd

gDd¼1 ¼ ½md;ad�Dd¼1;ag)
on the validation set to get the best performance, which is
computationally expensive.

Instead of the MAP estimation of the unique user prefer-
ence assumption that relies on the careful tuning of hyper-
parameters, we introduce a method named Bayesian
Pernsonlized Adoption Model that automatically controls
model complexity given the observational data. The core
idea of BPAM is to further add priors for hyperparameters
and maximizes the log posterior over both the parameters
and the hyperparameters simultaneously. We add conju-
gate priors for the hyperparameter set fQWQW ¼ ½QWd

�Dd¼1 ¼
½md;ad�Dd¼1;ag as

pðaja; bÞ ¼ Gðaja; bÞ;
8d; pðQWd

jmd;adÞ ¼ N ðmdjm0; ðbadÞ�1ÞGðadja; bÞ;
(12)

where Gðadja; bÞ is a gammadistributionwith a shape param-
eter a and a rate parameter b. Gamma distribution is widely
used as the conjugate prior for univariate Gaussian distribu-
tion [36]. For convenience, we also define Q0 ¼ fa; b;m0;bg.
Q0 depicts our prior understanding of the data, which has lit-
tle impact on the final results if the data is large enough.

Learning by Gibbs Sampling. Given the observed data sets,
the fully Bayesian treatment integrates out all model param-
etersWW and hyperparameters fQWQW;ag, arriving a predictive
distribution of future observations. Specifically, the predic-
tive distribution of r̂tub is modeled as

pðr̂tubjRR;Q0Þ ¼
Z

pðr̂tubjWW;aÞpðWW;QWQW;ajRR;Q0ÞdðWW;QWQW;aÞ: (13)

Since the exact inference of the above predicted distribu-
tion is analytically intractable, we exploit Gibbs sampling to
approximate the true posterior distribution of pðWW;QWQW;

ajRR;Q0Þ [16]. For this method, each step involves replacing
the value of one variable by a new value drawn from distri-
butions conditioned on all the other variables. The procedure
is repeated by cycling through all the variables until con-
verges to the desired distribution. Then we collect a number
of samples and approximate the integral in Eq. (13) by

pðr̂tubjRR;Q0Þ � 1

L

XL
l¼1

pðr̂t;lubjw0ðlÞ
ub � pt

ubÞ; (14)

where L denotes the total number of samples and wl
ub is a

factor preference vector that samples from the lth iteration.
Correspondingly, we have

r̂tub � E
1

L

XL
l¼1

N r̂t;lubjw0ðlÞ
ub � pt

ub;a
�1

� �" #
¼ 1

L

XL
l¼1

w
0ðlÞ
ubw
0ðlÞ
ub � pt

ub: (15)

Now we show how to sample the posterior distribution
of each variable in each iteration. Due to the introduction of
the conjugate priors, the conditional distributions derived
from the posterior distribution share the same form as the
prior distributions. As to the weight hyperparameters
QWQW ¼ fQWd

gDd¼1, the posterior distribution is estimated as

pðmd;adjwdwd;Q0Þ ¼ N ðmdjm�
d; ðb�

da
�
dÞ�1ÞGðadja�d; b�dÞ;

u�
d ¼

bu0 þK �wd

bþK
; b�

D ¼ bþK; a�d ¼ aþK

2
;

b�d ¼ bþ 1

2

XN
u¼1

XM
b¼1

ðwubf � �wfÞ2 þ K � b

2ðK þ bÞ ð �wf � u0Þ2;

(16)

where K ¼ N �M, �wd is the mean of the weight matrix Wd

of all users’ weights for factor d. As to precision parameter
a, the posterior distribution follows Gamma distribution

pðajRR;WWÞ ¼ Gðaja�; b�Þ;
a� ¼ aþK

2
� ðT � 1Þ;

b� ¼ bþ 1

2

XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

XM
b¼1

ðrtub � r̂tubÞ2:
(17)

For each element of user u’s weight vector wub, i.e., wubd,
the conditional distribution given other relevant parameters
is Gaussian

Nðwubdju�d; ½a�
d��1Þ /

YT
t¼2

½N ðrtubjr̂tub;a�1Þ�N ðwubdjmd;a
�1
d Þ;

where a�
d ¼ ad þ a

XT
t¼2

ptubd � ptubd;

u�d ¼ ½a�
d��1 a

XT
t¼2

ptubdðrtub � r̂tub þ wubdp
t
ubdÞ þ admd

( )
:

(18)

Tracking the Factor Preference of Users. An important
assumption of the BPAM model is that each user has per-
sonalized factor preference in the factor-based adoption
decision function. In fact, according to the approximation of
the predicted adoption rate function as shown in Eq. (15),
we can track the factor preference for user u to product b as

wub ¼ r̂tub
pt
ub

�
PL

l¼1 w
0ðlÞ
ubw
0ðlÞ
ub � pt

ub

L� pt
ub

¼
PL

l¼1 w
l
ubwl
ub

L
: (19)
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We summarize the Gibbs sampling process of BPAM in
Algorithm 2, where we can track the factor preference after
the sampling process has completed (as shown in Line 9 of
the algorithm).

Algorithm 2. The Gibbs Sampling Process of BPAM

Input: Product adoption sequence RR, factor tensor PP .
Output: The product adoption rate for each user at T þ 1.
1: The product adoption rate for each user at T þ 1.
2: for l ¼ 0; l <¼ L; lþþ do
3: Sample hyperparameter Qðlþ1ÞQðlþ1Þ

W 	 pðQWQW jWWl;Q0Þ.
4: Sample hyperparameter alþ1 	 pðajRR;WWl;Q0Þ.
5: for u 2 U; b 2 B; d 2 F do
6: Sample wubd

ðlþ1Þ 	 pðwubdjRR;Qlþ1
W ÞQlþ1
W Þ.

7: end for
8: For each u and b, predict adoption rate at T þ 1.
9: For each u and b, track the factor preference (Eq. (19)).
10: end for
11: Return the predicted adoption rate and factor preference of

users.

5.3 Time Complexity
As shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, both the two proposed
algorithms involve iterations. Specifically, in each iteration,
the time complexity of all models is OðT �N �M �DÞ. In
practice, as both algorithms would converge after several
iterations, the time complexity of these two proposed mod-
els increase linearly with the useset size.

6 ADOPTION RATE PREDICTION MODELS WITH

COMPETITION

In a competitive market with multiple products, both GAM
and BPAM tackle the multi-product rate prediction problem
by dividing it into a set of independent single product adop-
tion rate prediction problems. However, it fails to consider
the competition among different products. In this section,
we address the problem of how to incorporate product com-
petition process into the proposed GAM and BPAM, and
jointly learn user preferences and produce competition in a
unified framework. .

Introducing Product Competition as a Factor. As shown in
Eq. (2), the historical product adoption factor depicts that
for each user u and each product b, the previous adoption
rate of this product rt�1

ub is a key factor for the current adop-
tion rate rtub. This factor treats each product separately. To
leverage the competition among multiple products in a
fierce market, for each user, it is reasonable to assume that
the current product adoption rate of a particular product b
is not only influenced by the historical adoption rate of this
product, but also the transitions from other products. We
introduce a transition matrix S 2 RM�M to model the com-
petition, with element sab denotes the transition probability
from a to b. Thus, the factor of the historical adoption rate with
competition among different products is defined as

ptub1 ¼
XM
a¼1

sab � rðt�1Þ
ua ¼ S

0
b � rðt�1Þ

u

s:t: 8a; b 2 B; sab 
 0

8a 2 B;
XB
b¼1

sab ¼ 1;

(20)

where r
ðt�1Þ
u is a column vector that represents u’ adoption

rates of all products at time t� 1. Sb denotes the bth column
of the transition matrix S. sab 
 0 ensures the transition
probability is not negative and

PB
b¼1 sab ¼ 1 constraints that

the total transitions from a to all products equals one. The
diagonal elements of S denote the probability of the state of
self transformation. The larger the diagonal value of saa, the
higher loyalty value of the product. The larger the non-diag-
onal elements of sab, the higher transition probability from
product a to b. Note that if S is a pre-defined identity matrix
with ones on the main diagonal and zeros otherwise, then
there exits no competition between different products, i.e,
each product is considered independently.

By combining the flexible factor-based adoption rate
function (Eq. (1)) and competition (Eq. (20)), we have the
competitive factor-based adoption rate function

r̂tub ¼ wub1 � Sb
0 � rt�1

u þ
XD
f¼2

ww
0
ub � pt

ub

¼ wub1

wub½2:D�

" #0
S

0
br

ðt�1Þ
u

pt
ub½2:D�;

" # (21)

where wub½2:D� denotes the 2th to Dth element of the weight
vectorwub ¼ ½wub1; wub2; . . .wubD�.
6.1 GAM-C: Generalized Adoption Model with

Competition
The GAM-C shares the generalized assumption of users’
preferences in GAM, and it extends GAM by considering
the competition among products. Thus, by combing Eq. (21)
of competitive adoption rate function and the loss function
of GAM in Eq. (8), the optimization goal of GAM-C is

min
W;S

L ¼
XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

XM
b¼1

rtub �
XD
d¼1

wbd � ptubd

 !
þ �GtrðW�W0Þ

¼
X
t;u;b

rtub � wb1Sb
0 � rt�1

u �
XD
d¼2

wbd � ptubd

 !2

þ�GtrðW�W0Þ:

(22)

In fact, the coupling between W and S makes the above
loss function non-convex. However, it is convex when either
the general user preference matrix W or the product trans-
formation matrix S is fixed. This leads us to resort to an
alternating-least-square (ALS) optimization technique,
where we alternate between re-computing the general user
preference matrix W and the product transformation matrix
S. Each alternating step is guaranteed to decrease the loss
function of Eq. (22) until convergence.

A. Computing W Given S. With S given, we can figure out
the first historical competition factor as ptub1 ¼ S

0
b � r

ðt�1Þ
u .

Then this problem resembles the updating step in GAM, i.e.,
for each parameterwbd, we can update it according to Eq. (9).

B. Computing S Given W. It is non-trivial to optimize S
given W due to the constraints of the transition matrix S.
Here, we introduce a same-sized auxiliary matrix Z. Specifi-
cally, for each element zab in the auxiliary matrix, the corre-
spondence between sab and zab is

sab ¼ hðzabÞP
c2B hðzacÞ ; (23)

where hðxÞ is a positive increasing function. In this paper,
we adopt the widely used logistic function hðxÞ ¼ 1

1þexpð�xÞ
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for simplicity. Thus, with the auxiliary matrix Z, the con-
strains of S can be automatically satisfied.

By introducing the auxiliary matrix, our problem turns to
figure out Z givenW. Specifically, the gradient of zab is

@L

@zab
¼ @L

@sab
� @sab
@zab

;

@L

@sab
¼
XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

ðr̂tub � rtubÞwb1 � rt�1
ua ;

@sab
@zab

¼
P

c hðzacÞ � hðzabÞ
ðPc hðzacÞÞ2

� hðzabÞð1� hðzabÞÞ:

(24)

We summarize the GAM-C model in Algorithm 3.

6.2 BPAM-C: Bayesian Personalized Adoption
Model with Competition

A key idea of BPAM-C is that it shares the personalized
assumption of users’ preferences in BPAMwith users’ unique
preferences, and it further extends BPAM by considering
competition among products. Following this Bayesian treat-
ment, we can regard the personalized weight tensor WW as
latent variables, then the goal of training BPAM-C is to find
product competition matrix S that maximizes the incomplete
data likelihood by marginalizing over the parameter set
WW;QWQW;a

max
S

pðR̂̂RjRR; u0Þ ¼
Z

pðRRjWW;S;aÞ
pðWW;QWQW;ajRR;Q0ÞdðWW;QWQW;aÞ:

(25)

Algorithm 3. The Procedure of GAM-C

Input: Product adoption sequence RR, factor tensor PP .
Output: The product adoption rate for each user at T þ 1.
1: for l ¼ 0; l <¼ L; lþþ do
2: Fix S, compute the historical preference with competition

factor according to Eq. (20)
3: Fix S, update each parameter ofW (Algorithm 1)
4: FixW, update each parameter of S (Eq. (24))
5: end for
6: For each u and b, calculate the predicted adoption rate at

T þ 1
7: Return the predicted adoption rate of users at T þ 1.

Given the above analysis, it is natural to develop the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to train BPAM-C.
Specifically, EM is an iterative method for computing maxi-
mum likelihood estimation in problems with missing data. In
each iteration, it consists of an E-step: estimate the complete-
data likelihood(i.e., pðR̂RjRR; u0;SÞ ) given the current parameter
setting of S and an M-step: maximize the expected complete
data likelihood from the E-step to obtain updated parameter
values (i.e., Eq. (25)). The process is repeated until conver-
gence [13]. However, by introducing the Bayesian treatment,
the E-step is analytically intractable in BPAM-C. Thus, we
resort to the Monte Carlo EM algorithm, which works by a
Monte Carlo approximation of the E-step [39]. The details of
the E-step andM-step of BPAM-C are listed as follows.

A. Monte Carlo E-Step. In Monte Carlo E-step, we fix S
and approximate the expectation of the posterior distribu-

tion pðR̂RjRR; u0;SÞ by marginalizing over WW . With the fixed
S, we can figure out the first historical competition factor as
ptub1 ¼ S0

b � r
ðt�1Þ
u . Then this problem resembles BPAM, i.e.,

the posterior distribution is shown in Eq. (15) and can be
approximated with Gibbs sampling process (Algorithm 2).

B. M-Step. In M-step, we need to figure out the updated
parameter S that maximizes the log likelihood expectation
computed in the E-step

max
Sðlþ1Þ

EðlogpðR̂RjRR;Sl; u0ÞÞ: (26)

By replacing Eqs. (14) and (19) learned from the Monte
Carlo E-step into the above equation, maximizing the
expected log likelihood is equal to minimizing the following
error function:

min
S

L ¼
XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

XM
b¼1

rtub �
XD
d¼1

wubd � ptubd

 !

¼
XT
t¼2

XN
u¼1

XM
b¼1

rtub � wub1Sb
0 � rt�1

u �
XD
d¼2

wubd � ptubd

 !2

;

(27)

With the constrains of S, we also introduce an auxiliary
matrix of Z as shown in Eq. (23). Then we could also com-
pute the gradient of S similarly as illustrated in Eq. (24).

We summarize the Monte-Carlo EM algorithm for train-
ing BPAM-C in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. The Monte Carlo EM Procedure of
BPAM-C

Input: Product adoption sequence RR, factor tensor PP .
Output: The product adoption rate for each user at T þ 1.
1: whileNot converged do
2: Fix S, compute the historical preference with competition

factor according to Eq. (20)
3: Fix S, update the predicted adoption rate with Gibbs sam-

pling according to Algorithm 2
4: Track the factor preference tensor WW of each user accord-

ing to Eq. (19)
5: FixWW , update each parameter of S according to Eq. (24)
6: end while
7: Return the predicted adoption rate and factor preference of

users.

6.3 Time Complexity
As shown in Algorithms 3 and 4, both the two proposed algo-
rithms need to iteratively update the weight tensorWW and the
competitionmatrix S. In each iteration, as the time complexity
for updating each element of SS takesOðT �NÞ, the total com-
plexity isOðT �N �M2Þ formatrixS. By combining the time
complexity of GAM and BPAM in Section 5.3, the total time
complexity is OðL� ðT �N �M� ðM þDÞÞÞ for both
GAM-C and BPAM-C, where L denotes the outer iteration
times of these two algorithms. In practice, as the number of
competing products are much smaller than the user size,
GAM-C and BPAM-C cost more time than the corresponding
simplified models of GAM and BPAM. However, the time
complexity of these twomodels still linearly increase with the
user size, thus they are applicable to real-world product adop-
tion prediction taskswith hundreds ofmillions of users.

7 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments on two real-world
datasets.
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7.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. With users’ digital footprints have been accumu-
lated by online service providers, we provide an innovative
online social media, i.e., the leading Chinese social network
and microblog platform Weibo1 for tracking users’ adoption
of products over time. Specifically, when a user posts a mes-
sage,Weibowould forward an enriched message to all of the
user’s followers, including the post, the timestamp and the
sending device. As shown in Fig. 4, the sending device
presents rich information about how a user accesses this plat-
form, i.e., through a PC client (Fig. 4a) or a mobile
device (Fig. 4b). If this user accesses Weibo through a mobile
device, the detailed mobile brand information is displayed
directly (e.g., iPhone as shown in Fig. 4b). These enriched
message streams provide valuable sources to track users’
Internet access patterns (mobile access or traditional PC cli-
ent) and the smart device adoption (the brand information is
displayed directly over the mobile access). We devise two
datasets based on this platform:

Mobile Device (MD): It depicts users’ preferences of adopt-
ing mobile products. In fact, there are many Android devices
with different brands (e.g., Samsung, XiaoMi, Huawei and so
on), with each takes less than 5 percent of the the total market
share. We group all Android devices into the device type
Android. Then we have four mobile device products in the
MD dataset: iPhone, Android, Windows and Tablet. After that,
we consider the active users that have at least two products in
the training data to ensure users have alternatives to transit
between different products. For each user, the adoption rate
of a product at a particular time is computed as the number of
posts sent by this device divided by the total number of
mobile posts the active user sends at that time.

Internet Access Technology (IAT): This dataset provides the
choice of users’ different access patterns to the Internet. In this
market, there are two products: traditional PC access Technol-
ogy pattern through PC client and Mobile Technology access.
Specifically, the mobile technology access describes users pre-
fer to use the mobile devices to access Internet (compared to
traditional PC client). In practice, themobile technology adop-
tion rate is computed as the number of posts the target user
sends by mobile devices divided by the total number of mes-
sages she sends at that time slice. In data preprocessing step,
to track users’ transitions among different products, we filter
out users that only adopt one access pattern to Weibo in the
training data.

For preparing these two datasets, we tracked and crawled
about 230 thousand users and their profiles (e.g., age, loca-
tion and occupation), with corresponding 15 million social
relations and 30 million post streams in year 2012 from
Weibo. We treat each month as a time slice, thus every user
has 12 adoption rate records among year 2012(one adoption
rate record for each time slice). We filter out users that post
less than 5 messages at any time slice and only select those
active users. After data pruning, the detailed statistics of
these two datasets are summarized in Table 2. To better illus-
trate users’ adoption rate changes over time, for each user u
and product b, we calculate the adoption change at time
t (2 � t � T ) as: jrtub � rt�1

ub j. Fig. 5 displays the distribution of
the adoption change over time, where the center point shows
the mean of all users’ adoption change at that time, and the
bar shows the standard deviation. We observe that most

users change product adoption rates over time, and the vari-
ance of the change rate between different users is very large.
This also empirically validates the soundness of the pro-
posed product adoption rate concept as users change prefer-
ences quickly over time.

Please note that, our proposed problem of product
adoption rate prediction differs from the traditional recom-
mender system tasks as we focus on predicting the future
likelihood of adopting the durable products that users have
already bought in the past, while the recommender systems
infer each user’s preference to the nondurable products that
have not been rated before. Thus, the traditional datasets
for recommender systems, such as the movie dataset [35],
the travel package dataset [29], and the TV dataset [20],
could not be used for this particular task. In the meantime,
though someone may argue that it seems limited to use the
Weibo data to capture users’ adoption rate of the MD and
IAT datasets, we do so for the following reason: One one
hand, more than 90 percent smarthpone owners use a social
networking service on mobile devices at lease weekly [1].
On the other hand, Weibo is the leading and largest social
network platform in China. Thus, we claim, the Weibo data
provides a good approximation of users’ adoption rates of
the MD and IAD datasets.

Baselines.As our proposed problem could be regarded as a
prediction task, we borrow some classical baselines from time
series analysis and product adoption prediction modeling for
comparison. For time series analysis, we first adopt the Auto
Regressivemodel that assumed a user’s future decision is a lin-
ear combination of her previous adoption history [3]. Besides,
we also leverage the one-order Markov property that pre-
sumed the conditional probability distribution of the future
state only depends on the current state, i.e., r̂Tþ1

ub ¼ rTub. We
call this baseline as the Nearest History (NH) method. These
two time series baselines neglected the correlation between
different products, thuswe also selectVectorAutoRegression
to capture the interdependencies among multiple prod-
ucts [31]. For product adoption prediction models, a common
practice is to first construct the features of each user and then
train a classification model based on these features [6]. Here
we choose the Classification And Regression Tree (CART) [8]
that was used in [6] for product adoption prediction. Note
that as nearly all of these previous works assumed users’
adoption preferences are binary values, thus the historical
product adoption rates of users are not available in these tra-
ditional feature-basedpredictionmodels. For fair comparison,
we add the historical adoption rate (Eq. (2)) as a feature in the
CARTmodel.

We split each dataset as follows: we use the adoption rate
records from time 1 to T for training and the data at time
T þ 1 for testing. As we have 12 records for each user, T ¼ 11
on both datasets. Among all users, we randomly select 5 per-
cent of users as the validation set. There are several parame-
ters in the baselines, e.g., the order of time slices in AR and
VAR. For fair comparison, we tune all the parameters in the
validation dataset to ensure the best performance. In our

Fig. 4. Two sample posts fromWeibo.

1. weibo.com
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proposed GAM, �G controls the complexity of the model. As
the training records are much larger than the parameters, set-
ting �G in a reasonable range (e.g., from 0.1 to 10) would not
impact the results. In practice, we set �G ¼ 1. In our proposed
Bayesian models of BPAM and BPAM-C, the hyperparmeters
(u0) are set with small values without tuning.We initialize the
parameters of WW in BPAM and BPAM-C with a mean from
the learned parameters of GAM and stop the model learning
when the validation error increases. All the experiments are
performed on a 2.5 GHZ4-Core CPU with 8G main memory
PC and the programs are implemented inC++.

EvaluationMetrics.As our goal is to predict users’ adoption
rate at time T þ 1 as accurate as possible, a natural metric is to
calculate theRootMean SquaredError (RMSE) [35] as

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

u2U;b2Bðr̂Tþ1
ub � rTþ1

ub Þ2
N �M

s
: (28)

Besides, instead of directly comparing the prediction
error, one of the most important applications of the product
adoption rate prediction task is targeted marketing, i.e., for
each product manufacture, the company would like to iden-
tify a small group of customers that are highly likely to
adopt this product. Thus, the company could put marketing
efforts on these targeted users. To evaluate the performance
of targeted marketing efforts, we adopt the following two
metrics: Top-1 and Degree of Agreement (DOA).

Top-1 measure captures the marketing efforts by select-
ing the top-1 ranked product for each user among all prod-
ucts. At time T þ 1, for each user, there are M product
adoption rate prediction results. For a particular product
manufacture b, he cares about whether the corresponding
product in his company has the leading product adoption
rate among all products. Top-1 measures the fraction of
users that the predicted top-ranked product with the largest
predicted product adoption rate is equal to the real top-

ranked product. Specifically, for each user u, let Ru (Pu) be
the product that has the largest real (predicted) adoption
rate at T þ 1 for u, then Top� 1 is defined as

Top� 1 ¼
P

u2U dðPu ¼ RuÞ
N

; (29)

where dðxÞ is an indicator function that equals 1 if x is true
and 0 otherwise. In other words, dðPu ¼ RuÞ equals 1 if
Pu ¼ Ru. The larger the Top-1 value, the better the ranking
performance.

DOAmeasure captures the marketing efforts by selecting
the top ranked users for each product b that have the largest
product adoption rate among all users. Specifically, for each
product b, we select the top 10 percent of users that have the
largest product adoption rates at the test time T þ 1 as the
candidate targeted userset Pub and the remaining users as
the negative userset Nub (8b 2 B; 8i 2 Pub; j 2 Tub; r

Tþ1
ib >

rTþ1
jb ). Then we use DOA measure to calculate the percent-
age of user pairs that are correctly ranked with respect to
these two usersets [28]. Here, for each product b, the DOAb

measure is defined as

DOAb ¼
P

i2Tub;j2Nubdðr̂Tþ1
ib

�r̂Tþ1
jb

Þ

jTubj � jNubj ; (30)

where dðxÞ is an indicator function. Then the DOA measure
is averaged among all products. The DOA value ranges
from 0 to 1 and the larger the better.

7.2 Effectiveness Comparison
In this section, we show the overall effectiveness comparison
of all models under different metrics. We plot the the predic-
tive performance on MD dataset in Fig. 6, where the T value
ranges from ½11; 7� with a decrease of 1. As can be seen from
this figure, our proposed four models perform better than all
baselines. Specifically, among all baselines, NH and AR only
take each user’s adoption history for the prediction task. By
leveraging the correlation among different products, VAR
improves over NH and AR. By combing all heterogeneous
data sources, CART shows the best performance among all
baselines. As to our proposed four models, BPAM-C shows
the best performance compared to all other proposedmodels,
followed byGAM-C and BPAM. Based on these observations,
we conclude that it is effective to model users’ adoption
sequences with the factor-based adoption rate function. Thus,
GAM always performs better than all baselines. GAM-C and
BPAM improve over GAM by considering product competi-
tion and users’ uniqueness. The results of BPAM-C indicate
the superiority of combining both product competition and

Fig. 5. The mean and standard deviation of users’ product adoption rate
change over time. In each figure, the center dot shows the mean of the
product adoption rate change of all users at that time, and the horizontal
bar displays the standard deviation.

Fig. 6. The overall performance on MD dataset.
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preference uniqueness in the modeling process. Though the
detailed metric values vary with T , the overall trend is that
the relative improvement of our proposed models increase as
T increases. A possible reason is that we have more data to
train our model. E.g., the average RMSE improvement of
BPAM-C improves from 9.8 to 16.09 percent over NH T
increases from 7 to 11.

The effectiveness comparison for the IAT dataset is shown
in Fig. 7. We observe that our proposed models also perform
the best among all models, which is consistent with the results
on MD. Nevertheless, there is one major distinction. The
results of GAM_C is similar to GAM, so as the comparison
between BPAM_C and BPAM. That is to say, there is no
improvement after adding the product competition factor.
The reason is that, there are only 2 products on the IAT
dataset (as shown in Table 2). For a target user and each prod-
uct a, the historical adoption rate of the remaining product b
can be easily calculated, thus adding the competition among
these two products do not add any information gain. In sum-
mary, based on the above experimental results, we conclude
that our proposed models have better performance than the
baselines with varying T values. In the following, without
loss of generality, we set T ¼ 11 and make further analysis
based on this setting.

7.3 Model Analysis
In this section, we further study some important properties
of our proposed models. In fact, we have introduced three
main challenges in designing our proposed models, i.e., the
data heterogeneity, product competition and the unique

user preferences. In the following of this section, we would
show the model analysis from the three aspects.

Factor Importance. To deal with the data heterogeneity
challenge, we introduce a factor-based adoption function to
capture users’ adoption rate changes over time. Specifically,
we consider four factors from heterogeneous data sources:
the Historical rate (H), the Individual characteristics (I), the
Crowd wisdom (C) and the Neighbor influence (N). Here,
we analyze the effect of these four factors underlying peo-
ple’s adoption decisions. E.g., H_I denotes considering the
historical rate and the individual factor. Figs. 8 and 9 show
the relative gain of these factors for all proposed models
compared to the naive NH model, which can be seen as
only considering the active user’s previous adoption
rate (Eq. (2)). Note that, in GAM-C and BPAM-C, the histori-
cal factor is modeled with the competition among different
products (Eq. (20)). From these two figures, we find that all
these factors can improve the final prediction results to
some extent for all of our proposed models. In particular,
there are about 3 to 8 percent improvement by using both
the historical and individual factors with RMSE metric.
Moreover, both the crowd wisdom and neighbor influence
generate a relative 1 percent improvement. Further combin-
ing these two social factors give about 2 percent relative
improvement over the user-related factors, indicating the
social related factors can complement the user-related fac-
tors to some extent. Also, the improvement on the RMSE
metric is larger than the remaining two ranking metrics. We
guess a possible reason is that all of our proposed models
do not optimize the ranking results directly. In summary,
all the chosen four factors contribute to the final prediction

Fig. 7. The overall performance on IAT dataset.

TABLE 2
The Statistics of the Two Datasets

DataSet #Users #Products #Social Edges #Time Detailed Products

MD 14,121 4 334,471 12 iPhone, Android, Windows, Tablet
IAT 120,608 2 3,794,295 12 Mobile Technology, PC Access Technology

Fig. 8. The relative improvement over the factors on MD dataset (T=11).
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task, and the user-related factors give more improvement
than the social-related ones.

Product Competition Analysis. After introducing the prod-
uct competition factor, BPAM-C performs better than
BPAM, and GAM-C also has better prediction power than
GAM on the MD dataset. As BPAM-C has the best perfor-
mance among all of our proposed models, we visualize the
learned competition matrix S from BPAM-C on MD dataset
in Fig. 10. In this figure, each row shows the transition from a
particular product to all the products in themarket, and each
column depicts the transition from all the product to this par-
ticular product. The lighter the color between a product in
the ath row and the bth column, the larger the transition
probability from product a to b. As can be seen from this
figure, for each row of a particular product, the largest transi-
tion probability all lies at the diagonal element, indicating
each product has the largest transition probability to itself.
The transitions from a particular product to other products
are all very small with the exception from the transition from
Windows to iPhone, which is about 0.13. Please note that we
do not report the competition results on IAT dataset as there
are only two products in this market, and we have also
explained why there is no performance improvement on this
dataset after introducing the competition factor.

Personalized Preference Visualization. We would visualize
the learned factor weights of several typical users to get a
more straightforward observation. Among all our proposed
models, we select BPAM-C as it shows the best perfor-
mance. Specifically, we first calculate the personalized
weight with each factor for each user by Eq. (19) of the
BPAM-C model. Then, we depict the normalized factor
weights of several typical users manually chosen from the

two datasets in Fig. 11. As can be seen, the actual preference
to each factor varies among users, i.e., some users may be
influenced easily by the crowd factor (e.g., about 30 percent
in the third part of Fig. 11a) while others are more likely to
be influenced by the individual characteristics. (e.g., about
30 percent in the second part of Fig. 11b). Based on this case
study, we could empirically understand that users are influ-
enced differently by these factors and the proposed person-
alized models (e.g., BPAM and BPAM-C) can help capture
the personalized aspects in decision-making.

7.4 Efficiency and Scalability
To evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the proposed

models, we test the running time of each model on different
segmentations of the whole user set (i.e., 20, ...,100 percent).
Fig. 12 shows the total running time of each proposed
model of the two datasets. We observe that all the models
are very time-efficient. After selecting the relevant features,
the average running time is less than 200 seconds for both
GAM and BPAM. The GAM-C and BPAM-C cost more time
as these two methods need iteratively update the user pref-
erence factor and the product competition matrix. Never-
theless, the computational costs are still linear with the size
of the users for all proposed models, which shows that our
proposed models are fast enough to be applied to the real-
world production adoption rate prediction tasks.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied the problem of tracking and pre-
dicting users’ adoption rates of products in a competitive
market. We first introduced a flexible factor-based decision
function to capture the change of users’ product adoption
rate over time, where various factors from heterogeneous
data sources can be generally leveraged. Using this factor-
based decision function, we developed the GAM and

Fig. 9. The relative improvement over the factors on IAT dataset (T=11).

Fig. 10. Visualization of competition matrix S on MD dataset. Fig. 11. Case study of the learned weights of typical users.
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BPAM models by assuming the generalized and personal-
ized user preference respectively. Furthermore, we pre-
sented how to leverage product competition effect into the
GAM and BPAM models, and designed the GAM-C and
BPAM-C models by simultaneously learning product com-
petition and users’ preferences with both generalized and
personalized assumptions. Finally, the experimental results
on two real-world datasets clearly validated the effective-
ness and efficiency of our proposed models.

Since predicting the product adoption rate in a competi-
tive market is an emerging research topic following the map
from data collection, to problem definition, and to model
design, we notice that there are still some open directions
for future research. On one hand, though our proposed
adoption rate function is flexible to incorporate various fac-
tors that may influence users’ decision, our current solution
mainly focused on the human designed factors. Is it possible
to design machine learning algorithms to automatically
select important factors from heterogeneous data sources?
On the other hand, in the problem definition process, the
competitive market with several competing products are
known as prior knowledge obtained by merchants or the
domain experts. We would like to explore how to automati-
cally mine the competition relationships from a large collec-
tion of products in the future.
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